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There has been a rapid expansion of radiation oncology services in developing countries over the past
decade 12]. The question ases of how far, how fast and which technology should be introduced and
expanded and yet remain sustainable.

The problem can be reduced to a simple issue of an increasing number of cancer cases (refer S.
Whelan), hence increasing demand for radiotherapy in less-developed countries while the current
resources for treatment 3] are at present concentrated in well-developed countries.

Less Well
Linae 671 3802
Cobalt 1562 670
Total 2233 4472
Population 5 Billion 1.1 Billion

By 2015 there will be a shortfall of 10,000 teletherapy machines for providing radiotherapy.

Macro-economics
A simplistic model, derived from midustrialised countries, relates the desired amount of megavoltage
teletherapy equipment (NIEV) and personnel to population with scant regard to the economic
constraints or epidemiological dfferences 56]. These figures are a culmination of a century of
development of this clinical practice in countries with considerable resources and a cancer pority in
tertiary health services. However, many countries have inadequate or no radiotherapy services [11
and a jump from this standard to comprehensive services is unrealistic within the existing financial
and personnel constraints. Radiotherapy requires a considerable outlay for the equipment, the
building and other infrastructure as well as trained personnel. In emerging economies, the process of
acquiring radiotherapy is thus progressive. An LAEA study 4 shows that the acquisition of these
services, measured in MEV per million population IEV/mill) is related to the Gross National
Income per capita (GNI/cap), with regional differences.
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Generalisations can be made on a regional basis. Whereas South and Central America closely follow
this pattern, Affica consistently has less equipment while Eastern Europe has more equipment than
expected for their economies.
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Nticro-economics
Cost-effectiveness analysis (rather than cost-benefit) is usually applied to questions regarding health
economics'. Even the definition of costs creates difficulties. In the evaluation of the costs of
radiotherapy in developing countries we cannot use the known market prices (the cost to the payer or
medical aid rates), as a yardstick as these simply do not exist. In general, the costs are borne by the
State - the service provider.

Teletherapy
For the first 60 years of the century of radiotherapy, teletherapy was administered by orthovoltage X-
ray machines. The technology has rapidly advanced to megavoltage (E > I MeV) using cobalt
machines and in the 1970s the introduction of more expensive linear accelerators. The last decade has
been characterised by increased integration of tumour imaging (by CT and MRI scanning) and
treatment planning to allow increasingly confori-nal treatment The technological advances have thus
occur-red predominantly in the management of smaller turnours increasingly seen in well developed
countries - the reward of public awareness and early diagnosis using a sophisticated but increasingly
costly medical infrastructure.

The cost-per-patient associated with administration of teletherapy is comprised of predominantly
fixed costs for capital equipment at international prices but with local building, overhead and
personnel costs. As teletherapy has few variable costs, the cost-per-patient for teletherapy falls
rapiidly with increased utilisation. The net effect of these factors is that higher technology equipment
adds little 15%) to the cost of treatment per patient in industrialised countries but can crease costs
by a factor of 3 in developing countries (Table 11). Furthen-nore, these costs fall as the working day
extends to as much as 20 hours in some countries.

Country Cobalt therapy costs for 15# Linac therapy costs for 15#

Ghana $465 [$1350]

S. Africa $980 $1950

United States [$4150] $4800

Brachytherapy
For the treatment of uterine cervical cancers, radium treatment, started I century ago, was replaced by
caesium. These low dose rate (LDR) procedures are rapidly being replaced by 30 minute outpatient
procedures since the development of small, high activity iridium sources (mHDR). While this has
evident benefits for the patient, there are significant problems regarding sustainability in developing
countries. Yet LDR equipment production at present is under threat of extinction.

The initial high initial and maintenance cost of using mHDR can be Justified only if considerable
numbers of patients are treated annually using a clinical protocol with a small number of fractions
used.

Personnel
Machines do not treat patients - that is done by trained personnel. The number of machines and
complexity of treatment are increasing. Shift work up to 20 hours per day is used to treat the largest
number of patients per machine. Yet overall, the limiting factor in many countries in Asia and Affica
is trained radiation oncologists.

The high costs of training in industrialised countries plus the loss of trained personnel to these regions
represent a significant subsidy paid b the CITs to support radiotherapy in dustriallsed countries.
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There is a progressive process in acquiring radiation oncology both as regards the number and
sophistication of the equipment purchased. This expansion of services needs to be accompanied by a
national programme of professional education to ensure full utilisation of the equipment for the
benefit of cancer patients.

The 'best' equipment is not always the most appropriate equipment especially when ftinding is
lin-Lited.
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